
The Yarn Chair  
 

Background  

Yarn bombing is a type of street art created by knitting or crocheting blocks of yarn around trees, sculptures, 
lamp posts, signs or other outdoor fixtures. The start of the movement is attributed to Magda Sayeg, from  
Houston, Texas in 2005. Its popularity has rapidly spread across the world with the first International Yarn  
Bombing Day held in June 2011.  
 

In the Redlands, yarn bombing has been a popular feature of the Cleveland BUZZ project, attracting great  

interest from people of all ages. In fact students helping cover the bull at the 2012 BUZZ sparked a flurry of yarn 

bombing at Cleveland State High school later in the year. However, people have spent many hours covering trees 

and street furniture only to have to take them down a short time later. The focus has now shifted towards yarn 

bombing movable objects that can be displayed throughout the year and brought out into the street for cultural 

celebrations. The Yarn Chair is the first such initiative.  

 

The proposal  

Community members are invited to help yarn bomb the chair (i.e. cover a cane chair in knitted/crocheted  

pieces). People will be encouraged to record themselves sitting in the chair telling Redland stories and to upload 

their recording online.  The chair is light weight and can be easily moved between venues and made available for 

use at schools, cultural events, meetings, workshops, and so on.  

 

The yarn chair concept is designed to collect contemporary stories and provide a fun activity at cultural events 

and for use as a community engagement tool. It could be a valuable resource for schools using the chair for 

speakers telling stories related to local history curriculum subjects such as transport, farming and technology, 

important places and Indigenous histories.  

 

It is proposed that, when not being used elsewhere, the chair is housed in various public facilities eg RPAC,  

Redland Art Gallery, libraries and museums along with a simple explanation of its purpose.  The chair could also 

be used for other arts or heritage projects where stories could be professionally filmed or recorded.  

 

The general interest in yarn bombing and the focus on Cleveland stories is likely to generate good media  

coverage and enhance community participation in the project both in making the chair and contributing local 

stories. 
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